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Abstract—Storytelling method based on local wisdom is one of the favored methods of teaching children. The purpose of using this method is to stimulate children's development, one of which is the child's moral value. Children's moral values are very important to stimulate because moral values are very important in a child's life. However, most teachers use more conventional methods to teach so that this method is less applied as a teaching method especially in schools where teachers are more concerned with academics. This article presents a teaching method using local wisdom-based storytelling methods to stimulate children's moral values. The study design used a quasi-experimental pretest-posttest non-equivalent control group design. Data collection used observation and compared with the -t test in the experimental group and the control group. The results show effective storytelling methods applied as children's learning methods to stimulate children's moral values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education for children at an early age is the basis for determining the character of Indonesian people in the life of the nation. Early childhood education is a human resource development strategy that must be seen as a central point considering the formation of national character and the reliability of human resources are determined by how to grow from early childhood. Early age is an important period, because the experience experienced by children in the early stages of growth and development will have an impact on their lives in the future. An important aspect that is very influential on a child's future life is the child's moral value. This is supported by research conducted by explaining that people's lives depend on the morality of good individuals and children must obtain sufficient moral knowledge and care for others [1]. Supporting previous research that families are often regarded as the foundation of moral learning in Indonesian society, are responsible for caring for and caring for children, and passing morality to children [2]. So the moral value of children is very important to develop in the lives of children to face the next life. But the moral value of children will not develop properly without any treatment from parents, teachers and the surrounding environment because children get values about the moral values of children. These embedded values will later become the conscience of parents to always help and look after others. Therefore, it is very necessary to treat the Early Childhood Education institutions and those around children to increase children's moral values.

For the sake of efforts to develop aspects of early childhood development, optimal methods and learning are needed because learning is very important to stimulate the development of children [4]. The learning and development of early childhood is very closely related, because without learning children cannot develop properly. But in fact there are still many teachers who are still not optimal in their teaching, one of the problems is the learning method applied by the teacher is still very minimal and monotonous. The statement is supported by research findings that state that learning in Indonesia is still not optimal, it is supported by the use of media or the procurement of media in schools is still incomplete and there are still many teachers who are not professional or mastering pedagogically in teaching [5]. The same thing was also found by the Judge arguing that there were still many teachers who were less professional in teaching and the treatment and habits of the learning methods used were still considered monotonous and it was found that teachers could not understand the character of children so that early childhood education teachers were advised to understand character of children in teaching and professional pedagogically because it involves childhood Indonesia so to attract the attention of children in learning teacher must understand the character of children in learning and teaching methods used in teaching should be varied so that children are not bored and tired to follow the teaching and learning process [6]. In addition, the research conducted by Sheridan also suggested that the learning process in early childhood education was still monotonous and only focused on the teacher. In general, the media used for the learning process has not varied and learning has not been through playing [7].

Based on these findings, the learning of early childhood education in Indonesia is still far from optimal because playing is not yet a strategy or vehicle for children's learning and the learning methods used have not varied. The implementation of learning in early childhood is more focused on academic activities and ignores play activities as an erroneous practice of early childhood education. The most done thing is the teacher teaches by explaining and students learn through listening and the child is asked to work or write on the work sheet of the child so that the child does not
communicate and interact with others. In accordance with the preliminary observational data in some kindergartens in Palu City, there are still many children who rebel with their teachers and parents, do not care about other friends and are less than the child’s developmental achievements. This is interesting researchers to examine the moral value of children by testing the theory of storytelling based on local wisdom to improve children’s moral values.

Storytelling directly from oral supports learning and development of young children, different when reading picture stories from books [8]. This gives children the opportunity to exercise their imagination, communicate effectively, improve their social literacy, and build communities in different ways. Besides that children together make direct eye contact without books between us. We read each other's faces and emotions (such as giving each other back and forth), matching facial, vocal and physical expressions. If I suddenly jumped up or raised my voice, the children’s eyes widened and they gasped. If I start whispering, they bend forward and approach. Listening and responding are direct forms of communication that create a level of intimacy, empathy, and unity [9]. Storytelling activities have an impact on children’s interpersonal relations, pigeons, and their own uniqueness.

Agosto [12] explains that storytelling stimulates sympathetic responses and causes children to think more deeply about the child’s social world. When children listen to stories and then discuss them, children begin to identify cultural norms and standards so they are able to explore their own lives through the story itself. In addition, the story provides a model for children to create relationships between children and teachers. Anak and Dini [13] also argue that the stories chosen by teachers and parents are stories that can develop children’s moral values, not those that contain other elements, such as fear. Finally, storytelling provides an educational environment that helps children develop individual perspectives.

Based on the theory above, the moral values of children can be developed with various stories that contain moral messages in it. In this case, it is related to local wisdom, so folklore is chosen which contains moral messages and can be understood by children.

Local wisdom is the tradition of the community or habits carried out by the local community of ideas, values or views from a place that has a wise and good value that is followed and trusted by the community in a place and has been followed for generations [14]. Furthermore, the cultural sphere, the physical dimensions of local wisdom there are several aspects including 1) traditional ceremonies 2) cultural heritage 3) natural tourism 4) traditional transportation 5) traditional games 6) cultural infrastructure 7) traditional clothing 8) cultural heritage 9) museum 10) cultural institutions 11) arts 12) village culture 13) crafts and arts 14) folklore 15) children's toys and puppets [15]. Mungmachon said that "local wisdom is the basic knowledge gained from living in balance with nature", which means that local wisdom is the basic knowledge gained from living in balance with nature [16]. Local wisdom can be concrete and abstract, but the most important thing is experience and truth that can be obtained in life and respect for the elders. Keeping the balance and preservation of nature together means that we have safeguarded local wisdom. K then emphasizes that local wisdom as selected knowledge and values and has truth values that are still valid in a society that provides spirit and strength in community development [15]. The value of local wisdom possessed by each community makes each region have its own identity in showing the characteristics of each region itself. Furthermore, explaining local wisdom can be understood as values that apply in society, namely the values that are believed to be true and become a reference in everyday behavior in the local community [17].

Local wisdom is mutual respect between each other, mutual respect between brothers and sisters to prevent the occurrence of problems in the family, Indonesian local wisdom is a legacy inherited from generations to maintain harmony between humans and nature and humans and humans, maintaining kinship between neighbors [18]. Furthermore, in the International Chronicle of the Journal for Historical Studies, it is explained that local wisdom is a form of expression of ethnicity in each region, from which these people carry out the activities they do according to ideas and finally produce certain works [19]. For example, the beautiful Borobudur and Prambanan temples, vernacular houses, the subak water system in Bali rice fields, and batik are world famous cultural heritage. This statement then shows that local wisdom from the depths of the culture of Indonesian society is a complication of ethnic culture and the process expressed in the learning process. Local wisdom is a system of communal communities not individuals that are integrated in the social processes that exist in society.

Characteristics of local wisdom described as follows: (1) local wisdom must incorporate policies that teaches knowledge about ethics and moral values; (2) local wisdom must teach people to love nature, not destroy it; (3) local wisdom must come from older community members. In addition, local wisdom is presented in various forms, through people's minds, work, ways of life, and social values [20]. The problem is that local knowledge is usually not officially published and promoted. As a result, it is difficult for people to learn and use this type of knowledge.

The key indicators or indicators that characterize the value of local wisdom include: (a) local wisdom is knowledge that originates from a community that is still growing and is considered positive for community development, (b) contains many values that content can be developed dynamically such as aesthetic values, ethics, intellectual, skills, unity and unity and unity, and kinship, (c) local ideas or ideas that can develop the local culture, and (d) include local government policies in community development in the area and community cohesiveness to live harmoniously in pluralistic resources [21]. Local wisdom as the strength of moral and spiritual ethics in the local community.

a) Local wisdom can be used as a source of inspiration for the educational process.
b) Local wisdom as insurance or guarantee of a harmonious-dynamic-integrative life as a form of human consciousness as individual beings and also social beings.

The characteristics of local wisdom are as follows:

a) Having the ability to control
b) Is a fortress to survive the influence of outside culture
c) Having the ability to accommodate outside culture
d) Fulfill the ability to give direction to cultural development
e) Have the ability to integrate or unite outside culture and native culture [22].

Based on the explanation above, local wisdom can be very influential in community life. By karen, it needs to be implemented and instilled early by choosing folklore or stories about local wisdom of certain regions that contain moral messages in it.

Education and moral development are important because with education and moral development, children can have self-defense to stay away from negative things that can occur during their lifetime. In addition, the most important benefit of education and morals for children is to be able to develop moral values that are good in the child himself, so that he can independently, be able to distinguish between good (positive) and bad (negative) things. Without consistent learning, guidance and supervision from parents or other adults in the future, children should be able to determine all their behavior through actions in the positive sphere.

A positive specimen of moral development, better known today as prosocial behavior, is a major concern of early caregivers for children's social development [23]. Prosocial Behaviors are behaviors that reflects the concern or attention from child to child, for example, by helping, entertaining, or simply smiling at another child. The current study found that such caring behavior in response to other people's emotional changes was predicted by the quality of the relationship between teacher and child. Simply put, the more secure the child-teacher relationship, the more prosocial the child is towards his peers [24].

Moral behavior means behavior that is in accordance with the moral code of social groups. Whereas immoral behavior is behavior that deviates from the expectations of social groups. This behavior is not caused by ignorance of social expectations, but due to disagreement with social standards or lack of feeling requires adjustment. Immoral or non-moral behavior is caused more by indifference to the social group moral code than by the violation of group standards. Some of the wrong behaviors of early childhood are more amoral than immoral. Moral behavior is controlled by moral concepts or rules of conduct which are habits for members of a culture. Moral is related to: bad, right, wrong, self, belief, and community environment that underlies actions or thoughts. Children who have good moral development are hopeful that they should understand the right moral concepts and afterwards behave like these standards consistently.

Based on the discussion of the notion of moral values, it was concluded that moral values are valuable both according to the standards of logic, aesthetics, ethics, religion and law that are implemented in behavior, culture, customs, and customs according to the expectations of all members of the community group.

Whereas according to the program structure of the K safe children's activities in Kurikulum 2013 concerning the development of indicators of moral values, a stimulus for the moral development of early childhood can be drawn, namely: 1) Familiarizing children with polite behavior. 2) Familiarize behaving in mutual respect. 3) Give understanding and guidance to children about attitudes so that children have noble behavior. 4) Give understanding to children about the differences in good and bad deeds. Where good deeds will be liked by others while bad deeds will not be liked by others. 5) Getting children to do useful activities. Based on the discussion of the stimulation of the development of moral values of early childhood, it was concluded that education, teaching, guidance, and habituation of activities with nuances of moral development were substantial for the development of the slow development of the moral values of early childhood.

Based on the explanation above, moral values are very important to stimulate in children. Moral values themselves have several stages of development ranging from 0-8 years. It is the duty of adults to educate and stimulate the child's development.

II. METHOD

The research carried out is an experimental research that is by giving treatment to children. The research subjects were kindergarten children in Palu City. Data is collected through observation, documentation. In these activities, the researchers and educators are closely watched continuously to find out whether learning activities are carried out in practices that are in accordance with learning rules based on interests and principles of developing values of honesty, courage, and peace of love. according to the psychological development of children P Education A drain D U’s son. The teacher uses a storytelling method that contains elements of local wisdom in it to improve the moral value of children with the composition of the initial observation activities (before treatment), treatment and final observation (after treatment).

Preparing Learning Activities. Preparation of learning activities by using: Learning media used in planting moral values using teaching aids in the form of folklore books illustrated, puppets, artificial objects, plants, pictures, VCD or videos. Using a handbook as a reference for teaching moral education, uses all kinds of books relating to moral education for early childhood. One of the books used is a booklet on moral development methods. 1) Implementing learning activity. Arrangement of playing environment. The playing environment is prepared depending on the learning plan that will be carried out. Then the playing tools and materials, tools and play materials are prepared according to the plan and purpose of learning and the age and development of the child. Besides that toys are also varied and as attractive as possible,
the aim is to attract the attention of children. 2) Core Learning Activities. The teacher gives support to students, helps students who need help, and encourages students to try other ways so that children can be creative. Then collect the work of the child. Do not forget the teacher always reminds their students so that they do not forget to clean the game themselves. 3) Closing Activities. After the core activity is over, the teacher asks about the activities they have just done. The goal is to train children's memory and expand the vocabulary. 4) Observation of the results of activities [2]. Observation is carried out after all activities end by observing the work of the child and evaluating the shortcomings and strengths so that the activities that follow can be more effective.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data description is a description of the data obtained to support the discussion of the results of the study, through this picture you will see the initial and final conditions of each variable studied. Child moral value data that will be described consists of observational data of initial observation and final observation data. The preliminary observation data in this study took the form of observations made on children before being given treatment. The initial observation data aims to determine the child's early development, namely the moral value of the child before the experiment is applied while the final observation data is to see the final development after being given treatment.

Data below are described and taken moral values children from the results of initial observations and final observations on children. In summary, the results of observations of children's moral values are presented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ability Description Children</th>
<th>Moral Values</th>
<th>Early Observation</th>
<th>Final Observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Deviation</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Value</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low value</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the data table it can be concluded that the average value of the initial observation is 65, whereas in the final observation the average value increases to 95.00. The tertiary value in the initial observation was 80, while the final observation increased to 100. Furthermore, the final value of the initial observation is 45 and the value is lower in the final observation, which is 80.

According to the results of previous research, story books that focus on topics that are familiar with children, often related to home, family and pets, and things that become hobbies, will make children never get tired of hearing it when read [26]. This simple story book that contains folk tales and contains a moral message encourages children to share through storytelling by revealing the storyline, examining illustrations and making predictions. Telling a story could reshape the development of moral values and practice around storytelling, including relationships with educators who controls who can speak, what can the children say and how kids can say. Through this, children learn about the structure of stories, themes, traditional literature and plots [27].

Observed from the above opinion, it can be concluded that the story can develop children's development, especially the moral value of children. The learning method used by teachers in teaching and educating has a profound effect on the development of children's moral values. B story also contains elements of modeling (examples) that can be given to children through the story. As parents, they want children's attitudes and behaviors to have good morals [28]. Positive moral teaching in early childhood is not possible by giving long lectures and scolding if children make mistakes. One method that children enjoy without having to force it is to tell stories. In it parents can provide stories that contain moral elements and teach good moral values to children. Parsons argues that global children's literature can help young readers develop empathy for abandoned children throughout the world and at the same time help them recognize the universal nature of storytelling [29]. Agreeing with this view, storytelling adds to the wealth of communicative practices between individuals, such as encouragement to do good morals, supports the interpretation of self and others, and leads to appreciation for the opinions of others [30]. Through the storytelling method can develop a view towards human behavior and present universal experiences with the addition of values and manners through stories as examples of role models for children.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of research and discussion, it can be concluded that the method of storytelling based on local wisdom is effective and significant towards the moral value of children aged 5-6 years. It is shown from the data gain score moral values of children having Sig <α (0.047 <0.05) were mean gain score moral values of children in the experimental group sign ifikan and effectively using storytelling method based on local wisdom.
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